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Introduction 
To completely understand the issue of tackling tax avoidance via tax havens globally, focus on tax 
avoidance and tax havens must be given. Tax avoidance is a certain technique used by people to re-
duce the amount of tax they pay. This term is usually confused with tax evasion, which is completely 
different and illegal. Tax evasion is done by either never reporting or underreporting income, thus it 
is illegal. 

Tax havens are countries that either have low tax or no tax at all. They are usually used by big com-
panies in order to reduce the tax they pay. This method is related with tax avoidance. For example, a 
company can move their main branch from a normal country with normal taxes to a tax haven, re-
sulting in the company paying less tax. This technique is used by many countries today in order to 
save money. 

Tax avoidance can be beneficial for an individual or a company; however, it is not beneficial at all 
for the economy of a country. Because companies always choose tax havens to locate their main 
branch, other countries’ tax gross dwindles since the company’s main branch relocates itself in a tax 
haven, causing the company to pay low taxes to other countries as well.  

Key Vocabulary  
Tax Havens: Tax havens are countries that have policies regarding the country having no tax or de-
creased taxes. 

Tax Avoidance: A legal technique used by a company or an individual to reduce the tax they have to 
pay to their respected countries. 

Tax Evasion: An illegal technique used by a company or an individual that is done by either not re-
porting income or underreporting income. 

Offshore Tax Shelters: Countries or states that have reduced tax policies which are used by taxpayers 
to decrease the amount of money they have to pay to their countries by storing their money/ income 
in these countries or states. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Gross domestic product is defined as all of the products a country 
produces over a certain amount of time. 
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Focused Overview 

1) Why Tax Avoidance Should be Avoided 
Tax avoidance is extremely beneficial for companies/taxpayers since it reduces the price they 
have to pay with a great difference. For example, while a country charges 25% of total income, a 
tax haven on the other hand may charge only 5%, thus saving 20% of the income, which is a 
great amount of money especially if it involves big companies such as Apple, Amazon or 
Google. Even though this means that the company is saving 20%, it inevitably means that the 
country losing 20% of the income too. 

This is why tax avoidance is a major issue in the current years. Most companies have resorted to 
tax havens in order to save money, thus leading the countries’ economies to shatter while leading 
the tax havens’ economies to get even greater. For 
example, a tax haven country’s, such as Hong 
Kong’s, GDP grew 3.8% in 2017, while United 
Kingdom’s GDP only rose by 1.8%. This is a 
prime example of how badly tax avoidance af-
fects certain countries. So when companies move 
their headquarters to Hong Kong from countries 
like the United Kingdom, the production done 
and the profits earned consolidate in Hong Kong, 
even if the product is made in the United King-
dom. Since major companies always use tax 
havens in this way, 10% of the World’s GDP belongs to Tax Havens.  

Moreover, companies move their headquarters to tax havens as a way to avoid paying high 
amounts of tax, such tax havens cover up the lost funds due to the low taxes by increasing the 
size import taxes. This leads to the tax havens increasing the cost of living. For example, Hong 
Kong has the 10th most expensive cost of living while Spain’s capital, Madrid, is 160th. Thus, 
even if the tax havens lose money by decreasing tax, they gain back this disadvantage by making 
the price of living extremely high. 

Tax havens gain extreme wealth because of tax avoidance and since they cover up the loss by 
decreasing tax, they do not lose anything, and they get extremely wealthy thanks to the compa-
nies moving to these tax havens. This leads to an economical monopoly over countries that have 
poorer economies. If a country has major power over the economy because of this, it will create 
inequality both in the economy and in society.  

2) Tax Avoidance’s Effects on the Economy 
Countries that are high-taxed are usually countries that need the money most and by tax avoid-
ance, the countries that are in need are not able to get the money that they need. While on the 
other hand, tax havens are becoming extremely wealthy and thus becoming powerful. This leads 
to the countries that are already in a bad state to completely collapse and the tax havens to gain 
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Figure 1: According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, 
at least 10% of the world’s GDP is in offshore banks.



even more riches, creating an inequality in the economy. This is a main reason of why tax avoid-
ance is harming the entirety of the world because while tax havens gain all the money, the rest of 
the countries are left only to the profit their local businesses can make. If tax avoidance is tackled 
and thus stopped, local companies will not have to resort to tax havens to be successful and large 
companies will also be able to help the countries they originated from, thus helping the economy 
in Less Economically Developed Countries (LEDCs).  

Countries that are not eco-
nomically developed are not 
the only ones losing money 
because of tax avoidance. The 
United States has lost over 40 
billion euros to tax havens 
because of tax avoidance. 
These multinational compa-
nies may even lead to the 
demise of great powers since 
there is a high amount of 

money lost to these tax havens. By 
the graph presented, it is seen that Ireland made 60% profit off of the US multinationals, which is 
a lot of money considering that US has many multinational companies.   

The world’s already unstable economy gets even worse because of tax avoidance since it cre-
ates a great advantage for some countries while creating a huge disadvantage for others. Also, 
since tax havens pull a lot of money from major countries, they may lead to the major countries’ 
downfall which may put the entire world in crisis since if a country that holds the world’s great-
est economy falls, the others fall with it just like what happened in the Great Depression in 1929. 
Not only did the US suffer from this, the entire world suffered, which goes on to show that if a 
major power in the economy falls due to tax avoidance, other countries will fall accordingly, 
even the tax havens who are the cause of this fall. 

3) Tax Avoidance and the Society:  
When a country loses a valuable company to a tax haven they have to gain the money lost be-
cause the powerful company left the grasp of that country, thus leading the small local businesses 
being forced to pay these high taxes. So, when these powerful companies leave the grasp of their 
own country, the people who are left to suffer the consequences are not these powerful compa-
nies, instead they are small local businesses trying to improve themselves but since the taxes are 
increased, they are not able to do this, thus encouraging them to use tax avoidance and move 
their headquarters to a tax haven. Also, these powerful companies use offshore tax shelters in a 
way to pay even lesser amounts of money, whereas the small companies are paying full price of 
what their taxes are. 

The examples stated above is what is happening in most countries that are not tax havens. Be-
cause the taxes are increased, the major companies continue to stay that way and the minor com-
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Figure 2: Share of tax havens in the profits made by US multinationals abroad



panies are not allowed to go any further since they cannot escape to a tax haven just like the ma-
jor company did because they are a minor company. This hierarchy created in the society cannot 
be broken due to tax avoidance. People who are at the bottom stay there and people who are at 
the top stay at the top. Thus, leading to a monopoly of these powerful companies over the minor, 
local companies.  

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 
Singapore 
Singapore is one of the major tax havens of the world. It has low personal and corporate taxes which 
lead many companies to relocate their headquarters to Singapore. The corporate tax in Singapore is 
17%. Companies that have been founded in Singapore however, have no corporate tax for the first 
one hundred thousand dollars of income. So, it is a primary choice of a tax haven for both major 
companies and start-up companies. However, Singapore has not taken any action against tax avoid-
ance and is usually the main hub of tax avoidance schemes. 

Netherlands 
Currently, Netherlands is another major tax haven in the world due to its open tax system. However, 
unlike Singapore, Netherlands is aware of companies taking advantage of their tax policies and has 
acted against it. Recently, they have stated that they are planning on imposing fees on companies that 
use the Netherlands as a transport of their profit so that their taxes are reduced, eventually stopping 
such companies from exploiting tax havens. 

United States of America 
The United States of America is a country that is 
currently losing major amounts of money to tax 
havens because of tax avoidance. The US loses the 
highest annual amount of money, estimated around 
188.8 billion dollars. Another example of the US 
losing great amounts of tax to tax havens is what 
Microsoft does. Microsoft uses many tax havens 
to reduce the amount they have to pay greatly. In 
2013, they had five tax havens which resulted in 
them saving 24.4 billion dollars in taxes, which means that the US has also lost that amount of mon-
ey. Although this is the case, some states in the US are considered as tax havens too because of their 
low corporate tax laws. Some of these states are: Nevada, Delaware, South Dakota and New York. 

European Union (EU) 
The European Union has tried many times to pass anti-tax avoidance directives and has also passed 
many directives about this issue. Currently, they are still working on laying down rules against tax 
avoidance, such as the committee meeting done in June 7, 2018, which was about tax evasion and tax 
avoidance. Although the European Union has been taking steps against tax avoidance, some coun-
tries in the European Union are still considered as tax havens, for example, Luxembourg is a country 
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Figure 3: Annual money lost due to tax avoidance in certain countries (in 
billion US dollars)



that is in the European Union which is still a tax haven. 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
OECD is an organization that focuses on countries reaching agreements together to solve common 
problems. They have worked against tax avoidance numerous times. Unfortunately, like in the Eu-
ropean Union, they have certain members that are active tax havens such as Switzerland and yet 
again, Luxembourg, so they did not act against these countries.  

Timeline of Events 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 
• OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project 

This project done by the OECD proposed some solutions to combat tax avoidance, but it is 
not being acted on actively, which results in the project being a failure. 

• Council Directive (EU) 2016/1164 
This directive focuses on putting measures against tax avoidance. This directive was passed 
and is going to be put into motion in 2019, thus, how effective this directive will be is unclear 

Date of Event Description of Event

1898 The General Incorporation Act was passed by the state of Delaware which 
was about low corporate tax policies.

Late 1918 Some countries started adopting policies regarding the country becoming 
a tax haven. These were countries such as Switzerland and Lichtenstein. 

1934 The Swiss Banking Act of 1934 was passed which improved upon bank 
secrecy, which increased the number of tax avoidance schemes.

1966 The first tax haven in the Pacific was established, which was Norfolk 
Island, an island that was self-governed but was part of Australian 
territory.

1991 Organizations such as the OECD started campaigns against tax havens but 
because some of their members where tax havens, they were overlooked.

January 28th, 2016 The European Commission proposed the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive.

June 20th, 2016 The Anti-Tax Avoidance directive was passed, it is hoped to be acted on 
after the 1st of January 2019.
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https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/taxation/oecd-g20-base-erosion-and-profit-shifting-project_23132612
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.193.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2016:193:TOC


but since there are major tax havens that are member states of the European Union, it is high-
ly unlikely that most will comply. 

Possible Solutions 
 To combat tax avoidance, a unitary tax regime must be adopted by countries. A unitary tax regime is 
the country imposing taxes on a company’s income on a global scale, thus making it impossible for 
the company to avoid taxes. If this kind of regime was adopted by countries, tax avoidance would be 
on a minimal scale and the tax havens wouldn’t be able to create a monopoly over the other coun-
tries economically.  

 Another solution would be that if certain laws were made for creating a certain tax amount multina-
tional companies have to pay to each country they have a branch in, thus reducing the number of 
branches multinational companies create in tax havens, since they would have to pay more tax be-
cause they are in more countries. This would help stop tax avoidance and help the developing coun-
tries receive more tax. 

Further Reading 
• Tax Avoidance 

• Tax Havens 

• 3 Ways Tax Haven Countries Make Money 

• Questioning the Ethics of Tax Avoidance 
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